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INTRODUCTION

IIEP/TH/21/67.

It is fundamental in term3 of planning to see why d how expenditures
on education should be limited and related to other priorities as part of
economic and social planning. If you do one thing with limited resources you
cannot do another. 'Integration of education with economic needs involves
three elements. First the identification of whatare the general limits oh
educational expansion in the economic development planning,context. Second,
consideration of some4pf the requirements for economic development. Third,

the application of thiPprinciple of selection of priorities to the educa-
tional system itself as part of economic and social planning.

THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

But first a preliminary word of warning. It is absurd to assess or
diagnose the situation of education solely in relation to economic factors
in the development context. Among the other factors about which one must
seek clarity, and which are pre-requisites for development, is the institu-
tional framework, i.e. the administrative arrangements by which the different
nationalities and tribes in a country can live in peace, whereby the govern-
ment is able to act as a central government whose'orders are obeyed by
regional and local administrators throughout the country and which has the
enthusiastic support of the majority of the population and not only that of
the minority. It is also important that there should be an adequately
trained and competent civil service. These conditions, on which peace,
stability and a climate for growth depend, are as important as purely
economic conditions and constitute the backgrAnd for successful economic
and educational development. Thfs discussion is, however, limited to a few
key factors in economic and educational development.

Limit of Useful Educational Expansion

)Turning to our first problem, we have to be careful before we say that
in a given situation there are no limits to the useful expanston of edu-

I/
cation. What are the returns Lo education? What, are its social benefits?

We must define the type of education we are talking about, and the relation-
ship o'f formal educational effort to other types of action. For example.
studies conducted in the Soviet Union by Professor Jamin and described in

r-
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his paper delivered at IIEP1/ led him to the conclusion that training which
follows formal education is more effective than training based on very little
education. His work reflected a discussion in his country on how much formal
education is necessary before factory training. The Ruisians concluded that
five years of 2ontinuous primary education is the desirable minimum. It is
perhaps significant that up to 1949 the Russians only had five years of com-
pulsory eduCation and yet their rate of growth was considerable.

Literacy and Economic Take-Off

Education can confer vast benefits in terms of a new approach to change
in work and in society. The real question is hop fast the benefits 91 edu-
cation are to be extended to the entire population. Dr. E. Halsallg/ has
produced figures which show4that in 1800, when, broadly speaking, the economic
take-off occurred in Great Britain, only 10 per cent of the population was
literate. About 40 pgr cent to 50 per cent of the working male population
was literate, but many.of those who had'learned to read and write in order to
perform their work had done so outside the school with the help of various
religious or other bodies.

From the economic growth standpoint, therefore, it seems as if the pro-
portion of the population who have to be literate is much smaller than is
sometimes supposed. Ii. am not here discussing the welfare argument; that it
is desirable on human grounds for the entire population to be well educated
in order to develop themselves.

Secondly, literacy has flourished on the basis of opportunities for using
it. History provides many examplds of people who have been taught to read and
write but who have lost that capacity because t did not use it. It may
well be that the introduction and expansion of the postal system in Burma 20years ago contributed more to literacy than d d education.

Do we want a 'big push' to achieve universal primary education, and, if
so, how soon? Or do we want to educate and generally develop. certain key
areas where returns from the standpoint of economic development are greatest?
This second approach has extremely harsh human overtones for those areas
which in the short term are to get less education than they would through the
Ibig,push'.

3 0

1/ Jamin, V.A. Problems facing educational planners in the Soviet Union
today. Paris, International Institute fpr Educational.
Planning, 1966:

2/ Halsall, Elisabeth, Economic problems and educational progress.
s.1., /1966/.
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Arguments which originated in high income countries; particularly in the
United States, have to some extent led in developing countries to the belief
that there are no limits to the desirable expansion of education. The Cobb-
Douglas theorem, which provides an intelle.ptual basis for this yiew, states
that a major part of the growth of production in developed countries cannot
'be accounted for by inputs of physical capital, man hours and natural
resources, but by what Cobb and Douglas sum up as the human firtor - knowledge,
health, skills,'organization. Schultz in America1i, Aukrust in Norway,
Reddaway and Smith in the United Kingdom, all argue that capital and labour
as defined account for only a pait of 'ncreased output per he4d, and that this
iiuman or 'residual' facor accounts for'the rest. Denison.in the United States
produced a major study?! in which he maintains that the human factor, and in
particular education, has been responsible to a large degree for the United
States' economic growth. Professor Becker has estimated that the return on
college education is 15 per cent in the United States. These studies and
reaction to them led to a lively, even violent debate Ihich is summed up
in the book, 'The Residual Factor and ponomic Growth'2(.

The Residual Factor
0 ,

The concept of the residual factor is open to considerable doubt. There

are questions of definition. Whether there is a residual factor depends on
how you define capital and labour. Clearly, the fact that technology is ad-
vancing and capital equipment becoming more complex means that people must be
more educated in order tb Use that technology and equipment. But developing
countries should be careful how they apply this argument. .A key problem in
le'Veloping countries is shortage of capital. Pushing the argument to its
logical conclusion, therefore', would mean that the country was 'educating its
voung people to an extent that many would be unemployed when they had finished
their studies. Consequently, the limits for the development of education in
developing countries must be more carefully defined than in developed countries
where waste, and there can be waste, although there will always be discussion
as to how waste is defined, does not have the same serious social and economic
consequences.

Schultz, Theodore,W. The Economic Value of Education. NewYork, London,
Columbia University Press, 1964.

2/ Denison, Edward F. The Sources of Economic Growth in the United States'
and the Alternative before Us. New York, Committee for Economic
Development, January 1962.

3/ Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. The Residual
Factor and Economic Growth; Study Group on the Economics of'
Education. Paris, ganization for Economic Co-operation and.

Development, 1964.

ti
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Content of,Education

A second criticism of these theories is that they tend to overlook the
content of education. You can have education that is uneconomic in content.
As Dr. Balogkliwisely remarks in the paper which'ile prepared with
Dr: StreeteneY, what would happen if education were based mainly on the
teaching of ancient languages?

-

What should be the proper adaptation of structure of education, its con-
tent, of the curriculum, td'the needs 9f society, mbethor economic, social
or technical needs? What should be the organization -of teaching material?
This is a question on which you, as educators and educational planners, have
-'to see clearly..

The second question is how can decisions,With regard to performance and
fitness of an educational system be translated:into action? Inertia and con-
servatism exist within educational sysieMs when it'comes to change and the
reason is obvious. The teacher, when he has finished his or her training has
an.acquOttr intellectual capital, and it is extremely difficult for a tea6her
tolchange in response to new developments. It is also difficult for minis-
tries of ediAation to examine problems of curriculum in an innovating spirit
and having done so, to ensure that curricula are actually reformed and that
change in content and methods actually takes place. This raises not only the

'qUtstion of the organization of change, but of the retraining of teachers who
will be responsible for carrying through in the classrbom changes which will
be based on new books and methods..

Restrictive Practices

A third consideration fsthat the returns to education may well be
consequence of restrictive practices, such as in medicine, where frequently
the number of students is limited. Restrictions may also be based on feudal,
colonial or aristocratic influences. In other words, the remuneration of
educated persons, on which the calculations' in these studies have been based,
is oftenrelated-to birth -or wealth. Consequently, it is less- -an -economic
than a social argument.

For instance, Tvofessor Becker's calculation of the returns to univer-
sity study in, the Uiited States ( which threw light on problems of financing
higher education)' could be said to represent the returns to parents of-
14ealth and position on the money they had invested in their children's uni-
'versit's, education. He showed that the return was; about 15 per cent per annum.
In other words, the extra salary which graduates received because of their

1/ Balogh and Streeten, 'Education and *he Development of Nations', Chicago,
1966. r #
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higher education enabled them, had they so )wished, to pay back the, cost of .

that education in approximately six years;; for many of them this question
is not relevant since their parents Would not require to be reimbursed. One
of the scientific difficulties involved in any comparison of this sort is tp
isolate returns due to education from returns due to other fadtors.

The fact that these young people were able to enter the University was
not only due;te their intellectual ability but also to their social status.
Secondly, the earnings which they received as graduates were not solely, due
to the education itself, but also due to their parents' abilities in obtaining
them employment, parental ownership of a business and ,so on. To be scientific
nne would have to isolate all these other elements from the purely educational
ones.

Imperfections in the supply also accounted fbr higher earnings. For ex-
ample, in the United States doctors earn much more than they would if there
was complete freedom of entry to university medical faculties. The medical
association in the United,Statet controls entry into the medical faculties
to such an extent that it is necessary to bring.in foreign doctors. At this,
moment, there are at least three thousand Turkiph and three thousand Iranian
dqctors practising in the01nited States as a consequenci of this limitation
and of the highqncomes which doctors earn. To somextent.ind in some
countries,, in law and engineering too, earnings are not purely a consequence
of education but of organized shortage.

In developing countries there are tribal anti aristocratic factors, which
limit access' to certain positions in government and administration, and in-
deed in university work, to members of the social elite. In those countries
the individual return-to education is undoubtedly very high. The question
is whether this return, judged from the standpoint of the community and,given
limited resources'for development, is not too high.

We should therefore be very careful before accepting a comparison between
study and earnings as evidence of the economic advantage of education, even
'.hough it points in that general direction. Moreover, university education in
1 developing country should be more cloe'ely related to specific employment
possibilities than in a country where waste if it does occur, is not of such
immediate significance.

It would seem that, wniie the welfare benefits of education for its own ,

sake may not be questioned, it is necessary to examine the amount to be spent
education from the standpoint of the opportunities of subsequent employ-

ment for graduates from the different levels of education and the importance
'f competing claims on limited funds within the development framework.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

,

What cri teria should be emplo yed in assessing how much should be spent
on education compared with other development ,needs? 'An essential Point of
economic development planning is that the limits of total spending in a given
country have to be examined within the concept of, developMeni 'strategy.

Economic development can be seen as the'tesult of the interplay of three
factors: natural resources - (that is water, minerals, food pioduction,
scenery in the sense of tourist resources) the working population, its abili-
ties and organization, and capital including the existing stock of machinery
and financial means. A crucial problem of development is to apply savings to
new investment ('in schools, roads, power stations, factories, farm equipment,
-docks, ships and bo'on') so that the capital stocks of,thei0ountry are in-
creased and production and emOloyment grow at a satisfactory pace in order to
meet internal and foreign demands for goods and services. 6

Al

It is an unavoidable truth that in order to invest a country must save,
i.e. it must not spend all of its gcpdsiand,servicep on consumption items. . 4
It must also save in order to pay, its external debts. If 11 ,does not save its
'investment must be financed by capital from abroad, and in Part investment ofsi.
developing countries is financed in this way. A major problem, however, 'is
finding domestic savings for investment. It has been (estimated that in India,
approximately 4 per cent of the national income is invested in new capital,
in Mexico 5 per cent, but in Western Euiopean countries as much as 15 to 20
per cent. It is therefore necessary td look at the main ways in Which
developing countries Spend their national income in order to see what are
some of the reasons for the chronic shortage bf investment.

Private Consumption

A major featyre of developing countries is that consumption by hous'eholds
and individyals and by public authorities (central and local koverriment and

other public agencies) accounts for a high proportion of total national expen-
ditures and fixed capital expenditure financed from national savings a low one.

One reason resides in,the fact that in many 'Countries where average per
capita incomes are low they are also unevenlydistributed. The educated re-
ceive high salarie's and the uneducated low ones. The latter cannot save and
the former for a variety of reasons tend to gi%e high priority to conspicuous
consumption. Resources which could be invested are spent on motordars,
refrigerators, house equipment, and,so on. This a very real problem.

41

A second reason, related to the first, is that a substantial proportion
of the population resident in rural areas receives virtually no money incomes.
It lives on what it grows, and forms the subsistence as opposed to the

10
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monetary sector of the economy. Clearly it can contribute no money'to finance
investment though in some countries labour (sometimes forced) particularly in
programm,s,of land improvement has provided a substantial contribution to
rural dailopment.

Government

In developing countries the government plays an important role in assuring ,

the basic conditions for ebonomic growth and in financing and undertaking in-
vestment projects on the basis of tax revenues. There is of course the
political and technical problem of how much can be raised by taxation. There
is opposition between government commitments for recurrent spending and its
investment aims. It is here that there 18 competition between social expen-
diture, such as on education and health, defence expenditure, administration
including justice and tho government's investment programme. In Tanzania,
for example, because of the burden of a heavy programme of recurrent social
expenditure the government is obliged to rely very largely on external assis-
tance for the fulfilment of its programme of capital developmental.

When governments raise revenues for recurrent or capital expenditures
may affedt job-creating investment in the private sector. To give you

:re example, in Nigeria an export tax was imposed on cocoa and on gruLnunuts.
The government wanted to use the revenue to finance its expenditure, of which
eduCation was an important element. Now what happened when this tax was im-
posed on these basic agricultural commodities? Who paid it? The producer

6
not the consumer paid, because the world price is determiLed by world supply
and demand. The world price can be raised only if all the world's producers
get together, ,as has happened in certain cases, to fix that price. Nigeria
alone was not able to pass on the export tax to the foreigner. The result
of the tax was that Nigeria received the same price as before for its cocoa
but part of,the receipts now went:to the Nigerian Government as tax. The
producer therefore received a lower price for his commodity than he would
otherWise have done. Consequently he had less money to spend on new equip-
ment and materials to hake his work more productive: So the export tax
represented a real choice by the government:. it forced the farmer to reduce
his investment so that the government could increase its expenditure. This
example highlights an important problem in economic development, planning
namely the ways in which governments may encourage decisions by private
entrepreneurs to invest.

1/ Skorov, George. Integration of Educational and Economic Planning in
Tanzania, Paris, Unesco: International Institute for Educational
Planning, 1966. (African monographs no. 6.).
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But the conclUsion seems clear. If savings are limited it is necessary
to examine alternatiiies (and in methods of fpancing it) for government spend-
ing in order to Select priorities which permit am adequate level of invest-
ment and a) rate of grOwth that is higher and better balanced than It.tyould
have been without economic development planning.

LIMITS ON EDUCATIONAL SPENDING

In attempting to analyse the economic aspects of education in relation
to economic development there are four specific constraints op educational
spending which,should be considered. The ofirst is the limit on total expen-
ditures in relation to the gross domeitic product and government revenue.
Second`the limit on spending by level and type of education consistent with
balance within the educational system and between its 'output' and employment
opportunities; this includes the balance between formal and non-formal edu-
cation. Third there are limits in terms of the territorial distribution of
the effort within a country'regionally and locally. Fourth, which I shall
not discuss here,'but which is an important point, is the limit do unit
costs.

*

Domestic Product and 'expenditure on Education

Expenditure on education may amount to a higher proportion of total
monetary resources than wad 'formerly realized not only because the calcu-
lation is now more rigorouslylundertaken but also, because its basis was
formerly often inadequate. For example it had,been said in international
discussions that'Tanzania Was devoting about 2 per cent of its total gross
domestic product to education whereas It had been shown as a result of research
undertaken by IIEP1( that since 1960 the proportion has represented some
3.5 per cent 'of the total GDP and over 5 per cent of monetary GDP i.e. among
the highest proportions in the world. When we recall that if.a developing
country is spending 5 per cent of its domestic product on net, fixed invest-
ment it is-doing fairly well we can see that a major problem of priorities is
implied by this high proportion."

/The relation of educational spending- 2 to monetary 'GD? is the relevant
vue for international comparison'. It is misleading to relate the monetary
expenditure on education to the gross or total domestic product where this

1/ See Knight, J.B.' The Costing aha Financing of Educational Development in
Tanzania, Paris, Unesco, International Institute for

'Educ ional Planning, 'c1966..
Afrf an research monograph no. 4,

P/ Central, regional, local government spending plus fees plus estimated
private educational spending.

C.

4 fr,
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Lncludes a substantial element of subsistence production - that4of the small

farmers who do not bring their produce to market. Obviously it distorts th.

picture internationally also since it suggests that, as far as proportions
of GDP spent on education are concerned, developing countries are far behina
developed countries; it is implicitly am argument that they should spend more

It is Awise to include the subsistence sector in this coMputati n of national
product since the subsistence sector makes no monetary contribution and edu-
cation is paid for with money. Educational spending should be related there-

fore to.the monetary domestic product, and in these terms the contribution of

developing countries is very substantial.

Educational Expenditure Related to GOvernment Revenue

Expenditure on education as a:share of government revenue is another use-
ful indicator of the priority given to education in relation to other expendi-

tures. In Ceylon, for example, educational spending rer.resents about a quarter

of total central government .revenue. In recent years the proportion of edu-

cation in government spending has tended to rise at the expense of other items.
Here we h"ave to distinguish between spending by central government and by
7..;ional and local government. Central government expenditure normally in-
:.luaes its capital contribution. mainly for school building, and its recurren.

contribution which is principally for teachers' qalaries. But it obviously

does not include contribt.tions made by regional and local authorities.

In some countries regional and al government contributions' may be con-

siderable. In others,, specially i ose which follow the French pattern, the

ourden nitly lie almost entirely on the central government. Since the central

government provides most of the finance for infrastructUral investment, and
frequently investment in productive enterprises also, it is important to ex-
amine possibilities of financing education through local or regional finance
or other sources. This 16 related to the problem mentioned aboft - the rate

and structure of fixed capital formation. The lesson is that it central

,p)vernment spending on education goes_up something else must probably go down.

What is that going.to be? tefence, police,*transport, agriculture or invest-
*ment project spending?

.0

Spending by Level and Type of Education

If resources on education are limited it is important that the *stem
snow.d be organized to Lake account of job opportunities so that resourPes

are well spent. In this connexion it should be remembered first that tn-

is interaction between the different levels and types of education and tho.

'recisions taken regarding one level cannot fail to affect the rest of the

system (e.g. increased enrolments in primary). This is a plea for balanced

4
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development. Let us look at certain imbalances between educational effort and
job opportunities, which planning has to change and which lead to a waste of
resources.

PRIMARY EDUCATION
.

In developing countries there is a major discrepancy between the effort
put into primary education and the effort required to ensure that on the land,
and in the villages and towns, the young people who have,left primary school
but have not continued to sec-mdary school still receive some training related

their work. To justify the expenditure on primary education we have to
think more deeply of the primary school pupil after he has left school. This
problem does not only concern the develOping countries. The approach to post-
school part-time education is also inadequate (though relatively less inade-
quate) in many developed countries.

Ideally the entire working populatiqn.in a developing country should be
learning something - a technical skill, a human capacity - and yet in country
after country only a small fraction of the ex-school population is involved in
any learning activity at all. Why is there this curious contradiction between
the vast public expenditure nn primary education and the minimal public expendi-
ture on measures to make sure that education at the primary level is not lost,
particularly In- the-corft6XtUf the complex problem of rural development.

NON7FORMAL, EDUCATION

In a study on formai ana nun- formal. education in Tanzania Jane King71/
f.,und that total expenditure on the three types of non-formal educaion in the
:areal areas community development, illiteracy work and agricultural develop-
ment educatinn - amounted to 5 per pent of the current udget on formal edu-
cation. She asked, 'while she was in Tanzania, how this figure was reached,
and she was told that it was not formally decided at all. That expenditure
'just grew'. Non-formal education was paid for by different ministries and
different bodies and the government had not instructed the civil servants as
to how these amounts should be related with expenditure on formal education,
This problem is not confined to Tanzania, which in many respects can teach
others a great deal as far as educational planning is concerned. Few coun-
tries have worked out logically the criteria which should guide people
responsible fnr planning non-formal education in relation to formal education.

1/ King:Jane, Planning non-fnal educati n in Tanzania, Paris, Unesco:
International Institute for Educational Planning, 1967.

10
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SECONDARY EDUCATION

The essential feature of secondary education is that it leads on to higher
education, to teacher training at the lower level, and that it includes an im-
portant segment of technical education.

What should the balance be between these three final destinations of
secondary pupils ? How much of the effort should go into teacher training ?.How
much into preparing'students for classical, humanist studies at the higher
level ? How much for preparing students for scientific studies at the higher
level and how much for technical training ? Practically every country can give
you a reasoned and clear justification for its expenditure on secondary-level

education which leads to higher education, whereas expenditure on secondary
technical education and on teacher training is often far less clearly thought
out. Tb avoid unemployment of the educated the development of secondary and
higher education should be planned in relation to estimates of future manpower
needs.

HIGHER EDUCATION

At the ..:gher level we have to consider whether expehditure on university
e act:Aron represents, 1/1 volume and In Structure, a reasonably oalanced part
of national effort, or whether there is not a tendency to exaggerate higher
studies at the expense of intermediate Post-secondary and secondary technical
and junior-teacher training. There is great prestige and, up to a point there
are high rewards in university study, but let us:not forget Bernard Shaw's
words : 'The professions are a conspiracy against the layman.' There are
clearly important advantages in having university-trained people. But it is
sometimes difficult to ensure that the number of university trained personnel
does not exceed any reasonable estimate of a country's needs. The nature of
the problem is that the university can go beyond those basic aims of pro-
fessional education which are consistent with national interests. So in
appraising university education we should look at national manpower needs
and employment opportunities and see that the volume of university study does
not outweigh the national possibilities to employ graduates.

One example of the difficulties of ensuring a balance between technician:,
and university graduates can be seen in recent experience in iugoslavia wnere
the universities introduced a new engineering degree. This degree had two
elements - the first two years contained a great deal of practical work and
the second two years contained most of the theoretlai work. It was, Intender
trtet after the first two years many students taking the course would leave the
university and become senior technicians. In fact it proved impossible to
persuade these young people to leave their studies and undertake practical wort..
returning to their studies at a later. stage.
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THE TERRITORIAL'DISTRIBUTION OF EFFORT

Finally there is a major strategic problem in the territorial allocationof available finance, should there be equal distribution of effort throughout
the entire country; universal primary education, raising proportions of primary
leavers who enter secondary school, creating universities on the basis of popu-
lation or should there be concentration of incremental expenditures on those
areas where, because of economic development plans the pay-off from formal and
non-formal education will be greatest?

This is a very difficult question:fraught with political and social over-
tones. The problem of mobllityof wqrkers is of relevance also. But if it is
true that expenditures

on education should represent the balance between levelsand types based on job opportunities does it not follow that hard decisions
will also be involved concerning the concentration of effort in the areas where
the development effect will be most considerable ?

CONCLUSION

Economic development is a complex achievement resulting from favourable
political, social, institutional, economic and educational factors, The returns
o educational spending are not unlimited; they must be examined in relation tothe specific situation of each country in its economic and social development,

In most developing countries there 10 a shortage of savings on which new fixed
investment must to a large extent be'based. Government plays an important role
in planning and financing many types of new investment and creating the con-

under which private enterprises will do so. Education represents an
important alternative priority, and to some extent an essential corollary, to
government decisions concerning fixed investment.

In order that limited resources available to education should be well '

spent in relation to economic development, educational planning should have
regard to (a) the integration of primary education with adequate measures for
post-primary training as part of rural development; (b) change and expansion
of secondary and higher education in relationto future employment possi-
bilities; (c) creation of a mass approach to non-formal education whereby
those who are working are also rearningf,(d) the territorial location of edu-
cational effort so as to contribute most to other types of development
planning in train; (e) it is essential that great attention be paid to unit
costs and the efficiency of the educational system,

r
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